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On July 15, 2015, about 1500 hours, while working at Santa Rita Jail clinic, I:was detailed by Lieutenant R. 
LACER to obtain statements from two nurses who responded to a medical emergency earlier in the day in 
Housing Unit 6 (HIU 6). 

I contacted Registered Nurse (RN),  INOCENCIO, in the Corizon Pill·Room, who told me the 
following in summary: 

On July 15, 2015, about 1100 hours, RN INOCENCIO was the assigned nurse for HIU 8. RN INOCENCIO 
received a phone call from her supervisor, Stephanie HOPKINS, telling her to respond to H/U 6 to see an 
inmate, later identified as Mario MARTINEZ·- who was having asthma proble~s. The assigned 
nurse for WU 6 was out on a lunch break. RN INOCENCIO responded to H/U 6 from HIU 8. About ten 
seconds after RN INOCENCIO arrived, Licensed Vocational Nurse (LVN) Chris PADMORE also arrived. 

.: , , ... 

"" 

RN INOCENCIO saw MARTINEZ in the Quasi-Yard on his hands and knees trying to keep himself from 
collapsing to the ground. RN INOCENCIO told MARTINEZ to follow her into the sick call room to provide a 
nebulizer treatment. MARTINEZ did not respond and was unable to follow her instructions. RN INO~ENCIO 
went into the sick call room and prepared the treatment; while MARTINEZ was assisted by deputies and L VN 
PADMORE toward the sick call room. RN INOCENCIO heard a deputy call her into the haUway near the sick 
call room. RN INOCENCIO walked into the hallway and saw MARTINEZ sitting on the floor and leaning 
against the wall. RN INOCENCIO noticed MARTINEZ had a 11blue-ish11 color to his fingernails. RN 
INOCENCIO and LVN PADMORE went to grab the oxygen tank from the sick call room but·noticed the 
crank to turn it on was missing. PAD MORE immediately ran to HIU 7 to grab their oxygeri tank. RN 
INOCENCIO said she advised Deputy S. CHRISTIANSEN to call for code 3 medical emergency assistance. 
About two to three minutes later; L VN. PADMORE returned with an oxygen tank and applied an oxygen mask· 
on W.iARTINEZ. About one minute later, RN INOCENCIO noticed MARTINEZ was not breathing and 
initiated Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR). MARTINEZ was placed flat on his back on the floor. RN 
INOCENCIO remove!i the oxygen mask and used an "ambu-bag" to provide breathes for MARTINEZ. These 
actions were taken as the nurses continued giving MARTINEZ CPR. RN INOCENCIO said no automated · 
external defibrillator (AED) was used. · Several other nurs~s arriv~d and assisted with. CPR on MARTINEZ. · 
Firefighters and paramedics arrived, took over, and continued CPR. RN INOCENCIO stayed in H/U 6 and 
provided information as necessary. Refer to signed CR-6 statement form from RN INOCENCIO. 

On Friday, July 17, 2015, about 0745 hours, I contacted LYN PADMORE in the Corizon administration room 
and he told me the following in summary: 
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On W~dnesday, July 15, 2015, about 1100 hours, LVN PADMORE was in the Corizon pill room finishing his 
lunch break. L VN PADMORE overheard HOPKINS tell another nurse there was a "man down" in H/U 6. 
L VN PAD MORE volunteered to run the emergency response bag to H/U 6. L VN PADMORE arrived to H/U 
6 and saw RN INOCENCIO was already on scene. L VN PADMORE met with RN INOCENCIO in the 
Quasi-yard and saw MARTINEZ on his hands and knees. MARTINEZ was moaning and grunting as ifhe 
was in pain. L VN PADMORE told MARTINEZ to follow him into the sick call room where they would 
provide a nebu]izer treatment. MARTINEZ did not verb~Hy respond. RN INOCENCTO left: tnthe sick call 
room tc prepare the treatment while L VN PADMORE and Deputy CHRISTIANSEN assisted MARTINEZ 
toward the sick call room. MARTINEZ was piaced seated on the floor andieaning against the waH in the 
ha11way. The nebulizer treatment was placed on a chair as far out the sick call room as possible due to the 
availability of electric outlets. At that point, RN INOCENCIO instructed L VN PADMORE to run to H/U 7 
and grab an oxygen tank. L VN PADMORE ran to H/U 7, grabbed an oxygen t~nk from their sick call room, 
and returned to HIU 6 about one to two minutes later. As L VN PADMORE returned, RN Raj MAND also · 
arrived to H/U6. An oxygen mask was placed on MARTINEZ. About a minute later, RN INOCENCIO 
noticed MARTINEZ was not breathing. RN INOCENCIO initiated CPR. LVN PADMORE and RN MAND 
started chest compressions and provided breathes with an "ambu-bag." Several other nurses responded to H/U 
6 and assisted with CPR. L VN PAD MORE said by the time they were able to use an AED, firefighters and 
paramedics arrived and took over resuscitation efforts. L VN PAD MORE stayed in H/U 6 until he. was no 
longer needed. Refer to signed CR-6 statement form from L VN PAD MORE. 

This is a supplemental report to Deputy S. CHRISTIANSEN's original report #15~012121. 

This supplemental report is for informational.purposes only. 
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